Mesoscopic Monte Carlo simulations of stochastic encounters between photoactivated rhodopsin and transducin in disc membranes.
The issue of how the molecular organization of rod outer segments (ROS) discs affects the initial timing of the photoresponse in vertebrates has been recently raised by novel structural findings that raise doubts about the classical scenario of monomeric rhodopsin (R) and heterotrimeric transducin (G) freely diffusing in the membrane milieu. In this study, we investigate this issue by means of mesoscopic Monte Carlo (MMC) simulations of the stochastic encounters between one photoactivated R and one G, explicitly taking into account the molecular size and the diffusion coefficient of each species as well as crowding effects. Three different scenarios were compared with respect to their effects on timing, namely, (a) the classical framework, where both G and monomeric R are allowed to freely diffuse in the ROS disc membrane, (b) the ideal paracrystalline organization of R dimers considered as a structural unit, where ordered rows completely cover the disc membrane patch, and (c) the scenario suggested by recent AFM data, where R dimers organize in differently sized rafts with varying local concentrations. Our simulations suggest that a similar kinetic response could arise from very different microscopic scenarios, thus opening new interpretations to the controversial recent findings. Moreover, we show that if high-density R packing on ROS discs is characterized by a highly ordered structural organization rather than unspecific aggregation, an unexpected favorable effect on the temporal response of early phototransduction reactions can occur.